The Pinnacle of Life – Chapter 1179
The woman in red treading on the waves was none other than Aunt Rockefeller!

On the other hand, the person who had rushed over from the east was naturally Alex Rockefeller, who just got
off the plane and crossed the city of California on his feet after activating a thunderous might.

He rushed here via the waterway right away. California airport was located near a tributary in Oregon.

It so happened to be almost a straight line of the waterway from the tributary to Moonlight Lake.

At this moment, the crowd swelled with excitement. To ordinary people, this was a scene that they would
never dream of witnessing before this. It was a visual effect that could only be enjoyed in Hollywood
superhero blockbusters. However, in reality, such an unbelievable scene was unfolding right before their eyes.
Countless people took out their phones to record this epic moment.

“Retreat. Hurry and retreat!”

“Ah-! He’s going to hit us!”

The crowd, standing on the boats that were just one kilometer away from the lake’s center, roared. They felt
the powerful coercion from the two silhouettes and the wild impacts as the two figures approached the center.

Once they collided with the force field here, it would surely cause an incomparable strong burst of energy.
Meanwhile, the rest of the people on the shore were making speculations.

‘Can they break through the barrier and barge into the lake’s center?’

“Is it Senior?” Seeing the white waves, Waltz asked nervously, “Who’s the other person?”

As soon as Waltz uttered that, the two persons simultaneously arrived at the edge of the force field.

In fact, in ordinary people’s eyes, they could not see any content of this invisible layer of force field. However,
Alex and Aunt Rockefeller, whose cultivation was at the Divine Transcendence level, could tell its content at
a glance.

It was a force field enveloped by essence with a psionic formation.

“Hmph!”

“Who else do you want to block with a simple force field created from psionic formation?”

He had now thoroughly studied the Dragon’s Bane of Thirty-Six and the complicated formation blueprint of
the first sword, Sword of the Universe. He could even sculpt mystical tools. Compared to those formations
that required the comprehension of ancient runes, the formation laid by the ancestor of Midnight Demon, the
Witch Doctor Sect was simply a child’s play. Hence, he did not even slow down.

He summoned the Sword of the Universe right away. He wanted to cut through the psionic force field with a
slash.

On the other hand, at the lake’s center, inside the force field, a sneer appeared at the corner of the ancestor of
the Witch Doctor Sect’s mouth as he saw the man and woman on both sides rushing over like lunatics. He said
toward Brittany, “That is your son, right? At first, I thought I still needed to spend a great effort to ruin your
son. But, now it seems that he’s simply a reckless man. This force field of mine alone can make him bloodied
and bruised from the collision!”

Brittany was very anxious.

She immediately shouted in Alex’s direction, “Don’t come here! There’s an invisible obstacle ahead!”

However, Alex did not stop at all.

At the same time, Aunt Rockefeller in the southwest area did not stop as well!

She had long been holding the Fiery Phoenix Bow inside her mind palace. At this moment, she drew the huge
bow while treading forward on the waves.

Those people nearest to her still could not see her face clearly, but they did not see any arrow on the bow that
she was drawing. It was empty!

“What is she doing with that?”

“What can she shoot using a bow without an arrow?” someone asked doubtfully.

An old man’s expression was solemn as he said, “That’s because your cultivation is so weak that you can’t
feel anything. The bow in her hand is certainly not an ordinary weapon. I can feel the incomparable, strong
destructive power at such a distance. Inner force should have been condensed on her bow to shoot the Chi
arrow.”

“What? Can Chi be shot too? Old man, are you talking about gobbledygook?”

“Hmph! What an ignorant fool! Once martial experts have reached the realm of Grandmaster, they can shoot
projectiles in mid -air by releasing his inner force to the outside. On the other hand, once they have reached
the realm of Martial Honor, they can make Chi transformation and even transform the Chi into a horse!”

“Huh? Does Martial Honor still have such a capability? Old man, may I ask what’s your name?”

